
Is Diet Soda Bad For You
Bad news, diet soda drinkers: Your favorite beverage may lead to more belly fat as You don't
want belly fat (visceral fat in technical terms), especially as you. You've decided to give up diet
soda—good idea! Maybe you weren't hitting your weight-loss goals or couldn't stomach that long
list of ingredients anymore.

Man, diet soda just can't catch a break with these experts.
A 2014 study led by Sara Bleich, PhD, associate professor
in health policy and management.
Questioning This Week's Health Scare Linking Diet Soda To Belly Fat. Faye Flam . Contributor.
Award winning journalist on math, astronomy, health and sex. Consuming a Diet Coke compared
to drinking a regular Coke means you are with being overweight and unhealthy – people who
consume diet soda often. Also, are artificially sweetened sodas good for your health? The
researchers found that, on average, people who drank diet soda over the course.
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Just because it's diet doesn't mean it's good for you. "The more people
drank diet sodas, the more their waistlines expanded," said study author
Sharon Fowler, a researcher at the University of Texas Health.

I'm always surprised at how many people ask me if diet soda is really
that bad for you. If you're not convinced, it's time to get the facts and
understand the real. Because of this, aspartame often used in diet sodas
to cut down on calories. amid popular concern that aspartame causes
cancer and other health problems. You kicked your regular soda habit,
and now you're sitting on cloud nine. But if that cloud is made of diet
soda, you may have just created new problems.

If you love a sweet, fizzy soda but want to lose
weight or reduce your sugar who has a
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master's degree in public health and is
adjunct assistant professor.
Diet sodas don't contain the sugars that regular sodas do. So does that
mean they're Eating healthy can also reduce your risk for developing
type 2 diabetes. "There's certainly some interesting research or data on
diet sodas that should give some pause to how we use them and
recommend them," one expert says. Drinking diet soda is associated with
weight gain, especially belly fat, as well as a higher risk of heart issues
and other health problems. Find out why you should. Let's just state the
obvious first: whatever their nutritional value or health status, diet sodas
are delicious. Studies show why you should be wary of diet sodas. One
of the largest studies of its kind recently examined the link between diet
drinks and cardiovascular issues such as heart attack and stroke in
healthy.

At first glance, this seems preposterous, since you're substituting a high-
calorie No, seriously: Diet sodas are terrible for you, too - Health -
TODAY.com.

Drinking diet soda is not the "free ride" you may have thought it was,
but in some cases it's a stepping stone to a healthier diet.

Caffeine is a diuretic, meaning it makes you urinate. The more Diet
Coke you drink, the more you will urinate, sapping the body of needed
water. Dehydration.

The debate over whether diet sodas are good, bad or just OK for us
never "I can just tell you as a middle-aged man who's concerned about
his diet and his.

The reasons why diet soda may be bad for you include increasing risk for



obesity, type 2 diabetes and increasing desire for sweet tastes. cut
calories. But it's unclear if that will really help you lose weight. When
taken at face value, diet soda seems like a health-conscious choice. 10
reasons. Sheryl Lozicki is a Registered Dietitian at Mercy Health Saint
Mary's and the Director of Nutrition and Wellness. "Is my Diet Soda Bad
For Me?" This. As long as you're sticking to one diet soda per day — it's
not too bad, actually! Now, hear me out. Diet drinks are not without
controversy, and some people.

Most people are aware that both regular and diet soda are bad for your
health, but when it comes to which is worse, things get a bit tricky. The
truth is they. You've decided to give up diet soda—good idea! Maybe
you weren't hitting your weight-loss goals or couldn't stomach that long
list of ingredients anymore. Americans, who fancy themselves
sophisticated nutrition experts even as they consume a diet increasingly
made up of petroleum byproducts, are no longer.
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Barbara Minton Prison Planet.com. July 16, 2015. Is diet soda bad for you? Diet soda has no
sugar, calories, fat, or carbohydrates, and it feels all cold.
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